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This manual is specific to a Ford Explorer. RepairSurge is compatible with any internet-enabled
computer, laptop, smartphone or tablet device. It is very easy to use and support is always free.
We wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our publishing
agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We know this sounds crazy. It's a stupid
rule in our opinion, but they authorize our manuals and that's what their lawyers require. Here
are some of the comments we have received from users of RepairSurge. These customers have
agreed to allow us to publicly display their testimonials. We know buying anything online is a
risk. Once again, we wish we could just show you the entire manual before you buy, but our
publishing agreement with the auto manufacturers prevents this. We'll get you the repair
information you need, every time, or your money back. Manufacturer: Ford. Model: Explorer.
Production Year: Step by Step Instructions. Comprehensive Diagrams. Diagnostic Procedures.
Wiring Diagrams. Here is what you'll get. Step-by-step factory recommended repair instructions.
Unlimited access to personal support reps who are always available to assist you. We can
answer your questions about using the software or help you find the specific information you
need for your Ford Explorer. Free real-time updates! Your manual is updated with revised
information as soon as it is released. Access on your terms. Unlimited access to your Ford
Explorer manual on a yearly basis. We'll get you the repair information you need, every time, or
we'll refund your purchase in full. Can I see what the manual looks like? See our guarantee
below. You are protected in case the manual turns out to not be what you need. What Satisfied
Mechanics Are Saying. Exactly as advertised, quick and easy transaction. Get Your Manual.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed and your online transaction is protected by safe and secure SSL
encryption technology. The Ford Explorer rolled in for and fast became the benchmark for all
other mainstream sport-utility vehicles. Offering a considered blend of car and truck attributes,
the Explorer hit the mark with consumers to become a runaway sales success. The Explorer
was introduced in as Ford's new "junior" sport-utility vehicle, a smaller companion to the
full-size Bronco. Two wagon body styles were offered, both with rear liftgate: a two-door with a
Both body types measured The length was Some underskin components came from Ford's
Ranger compact pickup truck, including a 4. Transmissions were the expected five-speed
manual and optional four-speed automatic, linked to rear-wheel drive or optional four-wheel
drive. The latter was a so-called on-demand system with separate low-range gears, auto-locking
front hubs, and Ford's Touch-Drive, which allowed switching between two-wheel High and
four-wheel High ranges at low speeds by pushing a dashboard button. This was convenient,
though Ford did recommend changing back to two-wheel operation by first stopping the
vehicle, then backing up a few feet, this to fully disengage the four-wheel drive. A more basic
system with a floor-mounted transfer-case lever and manual front hubs was available for credit.
Eddie Bauer versions had paint and trim inspired by the outdoor clothing retailer, but the
four-door XLT quickly proved the most popular single model. All Explorers came with power
steering and rear antilock brakes that operated in rear-wheel drive. Two-door models seated
four on front buckets and a rear bench. The four-door versions carried five as standard, six with
an optional front bench. Moreover, said the editors, "Explorer's longer, wider stance prevents it
from acting tipsy in turns, the way the Bronco II did, while the [four-door's] wheelbase gives it a
cushy ride for the class. The standard Touch-Drive system is foolproof to use. Our advice: Don't
buy another sport-utility without test driving an Explorer. That same strong recommendation
also applied to the Mazda Navajo, a retrimmed two-door Explorer built in the same U. Mazda had
never offered an SUV before, but whether because of the brand name or a smaller dealer
network, the Navajo drew few sales and would be dropped after model-year The Ford Explorer
received a few detail updates for its second year. Horsepower was rerated to with manual shift,
with the automatic transmission ordered by the vast majority of customers. Six-way power front
bucket seats were newly standard for Eddie Bauers and optional for other Explorers.
Deep-tinted rear "privacy glass" was a new extra for four-doors. An important "active safety"
feature was added to the Explorer: standard four-wheel antilock brakes that operated in both
two- and four-wheel drive. Changes were otherwise few and minor: new designs of the road
wheels, steering wheel, and instrument panel graphics, plus an available "running board" side
steps for four-doors. The four-door Ford Explorer added top-line Limited versions with standard
leather interior, unique trim, and exclusive features that included an antitheft system, remote
keyless entry, electronic digital-graphic gauges, and an overhead console with a compass, an
outside temperature gauge, and reading lamps. The Explorer now had a strong competitor in
the year-old Jeep Grand Cherokee, which offered an optional V8 engine, more convenient
four-wheel-drive systems, and a standard driver's-side airbag. This led Consumer Guide to
recommend that buyers drive both the Ford and the Jeep. Though many folks probably did just
that, Explorer sales kept rolling along --and would roll even higher with a substantial makeover
for Go to the next page for reliability ratings and safety recall information for the , , , generation

of the Ford Explorer. Prev NEXT. Get expert analysis of thousands of used cars over the past
decade at Consumer Guide's Used Car Reviews. You've found the vehicle you want to buy, but
only a Vehicle History Report can tell you if the odometer is accurate, if it's received any safety
recall repairs, and a host of other essential information. Find out why, and learn about our other
top new-car values. Service repair manuals for the operation and repair of the Ford Explorer
cars, manufactured for thru The manuals describes the repair of cars with petrol engines of 4.
See also: Ford cars workshop manuals. These service manuals describes the operation and
repair of the Ford Explorer car. The manuals describes the repair of cars with gasoline engines
of 2. During the history of the car, he has undergone several significant changes. The first
generation Ford Explorer was introduced to the public in March as a model year car and the
successor to the Ford Bronco II, which was discontinued that same year. A four-liter Ford
Cologne V6 was installed on the cars. The compression ratio of 9. Since , the engine has been
upgraded to increase the power and torque of liters. Rear suspension dependent on
semi-elliptical springs DANA The car participated in the shooting of the film Jurassic Period.. All
content on the site Carmanualsclub. The site administration does not bear any responsibility for
illegal actions, and any damage incurred by the copyright holders. Your email address will not
be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Ford Explorer. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Here you can download instructions, workshop manuals, service manuals,
diagnostic programs, parts catalogs for Ford cars of all models from different years of release.
Your email address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. If you have any questions, please contact with us. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Related Posts. Ford
Wiring Diagrams. Ford Kuga â€” Fault Codes. Ford Owners Manual. Ford Diagnostic Trouble
Codes. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Contact Contact
Us. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but
you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for
the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser
only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of
some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. We have Ford Explorer manuals covering a total of 33 years of
production. This like all of our manuals is available to download for free in PDF format. How to
download a Ford Explorer Repair Manual for any year. In total, that's over pages of content
dedicated to your Ford Explorer. We get a lot of people coming to the site looking to get
themselves a free Ford Explorer Haynes manual. We'll send you a quick email a new Ford
Explorer document is added. Spam free: Maximum of 1 email per month. Get your hands on the
complete Ford factory workshop software. Other Manuals Pages. Ford Explorer 4wd Workshop
Manual V Ford Explorer 2wd Workshop Manual V Ford Explorer 4wd Workshop Manual V 4. Ford
- Explorer - Workshop Manual - - Ford Explorer 2wd Workshop Manual V 4. Ford Explorer 4wd

Workshop Manual V 5. Ford - Explorer - Parts Catalogue - - Other Manuals 83 Pages. Ford
Explorer 2wd Workshop Manual V 5. Ford - Auto - ford-explorermanuel-du-proprietaire Other
Manuals 17 Pages. Ford - Explorer - Workshop Manual - - 2. Other Manuals 6 Pages. Ford Explorer - Owners Manual - - Other Manuals 62 Pages. Other Manuals 18 Pages. Ford - Explorer
- Brochure - - Brochure 6 Pages. Other Manuals 2 Pages. Ford - Explorer - Miscellaneous
Document - - Other Manuals 38 Pages. Other Manuals 8 Pages. Other Manuals 4 Pages. Ford Auto - ford-explorerowner-s-manual Ford - Explorer - Brochure - - 2. Brochure 15 Pages. Other
Manuals 9 Pages. Other Manuals 37 Pages. Other Manuals 1 Pages. Ford - Auto ford-explorerquick-reference-guide Other Manuals 10 Pages. Ford - Explorer - Brochure - - 1.
Brochure 16 Pages. Brochure 19 Pages. Other Manuals 7 Pages. Other Manuals 5 Pages. Other
Manuals 80 Pages. Brochure 24 Pages. Other Manuals 3 Pages. Other Manuals 15 Pages. Other
Manuals 14 Pages. Brochure 23 Pages. Ford - Explorer - Owners Manual - - 2. Other Manuals 88
Pages. Brochure 17 Pages. Ford - Explorer - Brochure - - 3. Brochure 13 Pages. Ford - Explorer Owners Manual - Brochure 8 Pages. Brochure 18 Pages. Get notified when we add a new Ford
Explorer Manual Notify me. Get notified when we add a new FordExplorer Manual. Notify me. We
cover 60 Ford vehicles, were you looking for one of these? Quick Links. Table of Contents.
Automobile Ford Escort Manual pages. Steering Column Controls. It is dedication to learning
what you want, determination to develop the right concept, and execution of that concept with
care, precision, and attention to detail. Page 5 This guide describes equipment and gives
specifications for equipment that was in effect when this guide was approved for printing. Ford
may discontinue models or change specifications or design without any notice and without
incurring obligation. Page 6 If you lose your Warranty Information Booklet, you can get a new
one free of charge. Contact any Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer, or refer to the addresses and
phone numbers on the first page of this owner guide. This optional contract provides service
protection for a longer period of time than the basic warranty that comes with your vehicle. Use
only the type of engine oil that Ford recommends. See Engine oil recommendations in the
Index. Page 9: Cleaning The Outside Of Your Vehicle Ford, however, believes that continual
improvement in customer satisfaction is a high priority. For this reason, Ford has authorized its
dealers to repair, at no charge to the owner, Do not use steel wool, abrasive cleaners, fuel or
strong detergents. Clean with a tar and road oil remover if necessary. Page Safety Restraints
Important Safety Belt Information The use of safety belts helps to restrain you and your
passengers in case of a collision. In most states and in Canada the law requires their use.
Safety belts provide best restraint when: the seatback is upright the occupant is sitting upright
not slouched the lap belt is snug and low on the hips the shoulder belt is snug against the chest
Page 12 Ford recommends that all safety belt assemblies and attaching hardware should be
inspected by a qualified technician after any collision. Safety belt assemblies not in use during
a collision should also be inspected and replaced if either damage or improper operation is
noted. See the detailed instructions under Safety Seats for Children in this chapter. Shoulder
Belt Height Adjustment Driver and right front passenger The driver and right front passenger
shoulder belt height is adjustable to one of five 5 positions. Page 17 Safety Restraints Adjusting
shoulder belt height 2 door models Shoulder belt height adjuster â€” full down position 2 door
models Page 18 Shoulder belt height adjuster â€” full up position Page 19 Shoulder belt height
adjuster â€” mid-way position 4 door models Use the shoulder belt on the outside shoulder
only. Never wear the shoulder belt under the arm. Never swing it around the neck over the
inside shoulder. Never use a single belt for more than one person. To stow the belt while the
seat is folded, attach the plastic snap on the seat belt to the metal mating part on the plastic
trim panel. Page 21 Safety Restraints Rear combination lap and shoulder belts 2 door model
Center Front Lap Belt If equipped The lap belt in the center of the front seat does not adjust
automatically. You must adjust it to fit snugly around your hips. Page 22 To unfasten the belt,
push the release button on the buckle. This allows the tongue to unlatch from the buckle.
Because the center front lap belt does not have a retractor, it should be shortened and fastened
when not in use. Fastening and unfastening the front center safety belt The lap belts should fit
snugly and as low as possible around the hips, not around the waist. Page 23 Rear Lap Belt with
Retractor Pull the belt out of the retractor with a steady motion and insert the tongue into the
proper buckle until you hear a snap and feel the latch engage. Fastening and unfastening the
rear center safety belts 4-door model To Unfasten the Safety Belts with Retractors: Push the
release button on the buckle. Page Safety Belt Maintenance Use only extensions manufactured
by the same supplier as the safety belt. Manufacturer identification is located at the end of the
webbing on the label. Also, use the safety belt extension only if the safety belt is too short for
you when fully extended. Do not use extension to change the fit of the shoulder belt across the
torso. Page 25 Safety Restraints Energy absorbing sew pattern Page Air Bag Supplemental
Restraint System slide bar if equipped , child safety seat tether bracket assemblies if equipped ,

and attaching hardware, should be inspected after any collision. Ford recommends that all
safety belt assemblies used in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. However, if the
collision was Page 27 The Importance of Wearing Safety Belts Safety belts must be worn by all
vehicle occupants to be properly restrained and help reduce the risk of injury in a collision. All
occupants of the vehicle, including the driver, should always wear their safety belts, even when
an air bag Supplemental Restraint System is provided. Page 28 The Importance of Being
Properly Seated In a collision, the air bag must inflate extremely fast to help provide additional
protection for you. In order to do this, the air bag must inflate with considerable force. If you are
not seated in a normal riding position with your back against the seatback, the air bag may not
protect you properly and could possibly hurt you as it inflates. Page 29 Your vehicle is equipped
with a right front passenger air bag. Air bags deploy with great force, faster than the blink of an
eye. Front passengers, especially children and small adults, must never sit on the front edge of
the seat, stand near the glove compartment of the instrument panel, or lean over near the air
bag cover when the vehicle is moving. Ask for brochure FPS Page 31 Safety Restraints The
location of the air bag and warning labels If a collision occurs, the sensors sense the severity of
the impact and activate the air bags if necessary. Page 32 Air bag system components get hot
after inflation. Do not touch them after inflation. The air bag system uses a readiness light on
the instrument cluster and a tone to indicate the condition of the system. When you turn the
ignition key to the ON position, this light will illuminate for approximately six 6 seconds and
then turn off. If the air bag is not replaced, the unrepaired area will increase the risk of injury in
a collision. Disposal of supplemental air bag equipped vehicles For disposal of air bags or air
bag equipped vehicles, see your local Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Air bags MUST be
disposed of by qualified personnel. Safety Restraints for Children In the U. Page 35 Never let a
passenger hold a child on his or her lap while the vehicle is moving. The passenger cannot
protect the child from injury in a collision. To prevent the risk of injury, make sure children sit
where they can be properly restrained. It is extremely dangerous to ride in a cargo area, inside
or outside of a vehicle. Page 36 Safety belts and seats can become hot in a vehicle that has
been closed up in sunny weather; they could burn a small child. Check seat covers and buckles
before you place a child anywhere near them. Never leave a child unattended in your vehicle.
Built-In Child Seat If equipped The rear seat may include an optional built-in child safety seat
passenger side. Page 37 Safety Restraints Figure 1: Built-in child safety seat in the closed
position Page 38 Figure 2: Built-in child safety seat in the open position Children must be
properly buckled before riding in the vehicle. It is the law in every state and province. Page 39
Always adjust the lap and shoulder harness belts provided with this child seat snugly around
your child. Safety belts and seats can become hot in a vehicle that has been closed up in sunny
weather; they could burn a small child. Page 40 To release the head restraint, grasp the pull
strap and pull toward you approximately one inch , which will allow you to insert your hand at
the bottom of the head restraint, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 3: Releasing the child safety seat
head restraint Page 41 Release strap and slide the head restraint to the full up position. Refer to
Figure 4. Figure 4: Positioning child safety seat head restraint and release of child seat cushion
Pull both velcro straps to release the child seat cushion. Page 42 Lower the child seat cushion
onto the adult seat cushion. Read the information and warnings carefully on the child seat
cushion protector flap and shoulder safety belt. Page 43 Safety Restraints Unfold cushion
protector flap onto adult seat cushion. Refer to Figures 5 and 6. Figure 6: Shoulder safety belt
placement on the child Page 44 Place child on the child seat cushion. Insert the right safety belt
tongue into the single opening of the crotch safety belt buckle as shown in Figure 7. Figure 7:
Fastening the crotch safety belt NOTE: Read the following steps carefully to become familiar
with the color indicator windows located on each The color green must appear in the color
indicator window on each buckled tongue. Figure 8: Fastening the crotch safety belt Page 46
Figure 9: Fastening the chest clip Pull on both safety belt tongues to be sure that both tongues
are latched. If both tongues do not latch in the buckle, do not use the child seat. See your dealer
for repairs. The indicator on the chest clip will show green when the clip is latched. Page 48
Figure Fastening the chest clip Page 49 Safety Restraints Tug on the crotch safety belt buckle
and the chest clip to ensure they are properly fastened. Refer to Figure Figure Securing the
chest clip Page 50 If the child is sleeping or tries to get out of the child seat, pull shoulder belts
fully out to put the retractor into the lock mode. At this time, the shoulder belts are in an
automatic lock mode. Page 51 When properly used, the child safety seat should look like Figure
The child seat belts can be used with the retractor in either the emergency locking mode or the
automatic mode. Page 52 locking mode when the belts are unbuckled and the shoulder belts
retract completely. The automatic locking mode must be used to hold small children in position,
particularly sleeping children and those who may try to squirm out of the belts. The emergency
locking mode is also used while buckling the belts. Page 53 To remove the child from the

built-in child seat: Open the chest clip. Refer back to Figure 9. Press release button on the
crotch safety buckle. Refer back to Figure 8. Page 54 Built-in child seat maintenance Regularly
inspect the lap and shoulder belts system of your child seat. When installing a child safety seat,
be sure to use the correct safety belt buckle for that seating position, and make sure the tongue
is securely fastened in the buckle. Page 56 Seatbacks should be upright for use with child
safety seats. Always keep the buckle release button pointing upward and away from the child
seat, with the tongue between the child seat and the release button as shown in the following
illustration. Page 57 Ford recommends the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap.
Install the child safety seat in a seating position which is capable of providing a tether
anchorage. For more information on top tether straps see your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer.
Page 58 If you do not properly secure the safety seat, the child occupying the seat may be
injured during a collision or sudden stop. An unsecured safety seat could also injure other
passengers. If you do not install and use the safety seat properly, the child may be injured in a
sudden stop or collision. If you choose to install a child safety seat in the front passenger seat,
move the seat as far back as possible. Pull down on the shoulder belt and then grasp the
shoulder belt and lap belt together. Be sure the belt webbing is not twisted. Page 61 Safety
Restraints Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle for that seating position until you hear
and feel the latch engage. Make sure the tongue is latched securely by pulling on it. Buckling
the belt Page 62 Grasp the shoulder portion of the belt and pull downward until all of the belt is
extracted and a click is heard to put the retractor in the automatic locking mode. Setting the
retractor to automatic locking mode Page 63 Safety Restraints Allow the belt to retract. The belt
will click as it retracts to indicate it is in the automatic locking mode. Allowing shoulder belt to
retract Page 64 Pull the lap belt portion across the child seat toward the buckle and pull up on
the shoulder belt while pushing down on the child seat. Removing slack from the belt Allow the
safety belt to retract to remove any slack in the belt. Page 65 Safety Restraints Checking that
the seat is secure Try to pull belt out of the retractor to make sure the retractor is in the
automatic locking mode you should not be able to pull more belt out. If the retractor is not
locked, unbuckle the belt and repeat steps 2 through 9. Ford recommends placement of
tethered safety seats in a rear seating position with the tether strap installed to the tether
anchoring point as shown in the instructions provided with the child tether strap anchor kit.
Page 67 To improve the fit of lap and shoulder belts on children who have outgrown child safety
seats, Ford recommends use of a belt-positioning booster seat that is labelled as conforming to
all Federal motor vehicle safety standards. Belt-positioning booster Page 68 thighs, or if the
thighs are too short to let the child sit all the way back on the seat cushion when the lower legs
hang over the edge of the seat cushion. You may wish to discuss the specific needs of your
child with your pediatrician. Page 70 OFF allows you to shut off the engine and all accessories
without locking the steering wheel or the automatic transmission gearshift lever. Remove the
key. Turn the ignition key to OFF. Set the parking brake fully before removing your foot from the
service brake. Page Starting Your Vehicle Fuel-Injected Engines When starting a fuel-injected
engine, the most important thing to remember is to avoid pressing down on the accelerator
before or during starting. Only use the accelerator when you have problems getting your vehicle
started. See Starting Your Engine in this chapter for details about when to use the accelerator
while you start your vehicle. Page 73 Before you start your vehicle, you should test the warning
lights on the instrument panel to make sure that they work. Refer to the Warning Lights and
Gauges chapter. If the engine does not start within five 5 seconds on the first try, turn the key to
the OFF position. Page 75 Extended idling at high engine speeds can produce very high
temperatures in the engine and exhaust system, creating the risk of fire or other damage. Do not
park, idle, or drive your vehicle in dry grass or other dry ground cover. The emission system
heats up the engine compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Page 77 If your
engine cranks but does not start after a collision or major jolt: Turn the key in the ignition to
OFF. Check under the vehicle for leaking fuel. If you do not see or smell fuel, push the red reset
button down. Page 78 Guarding Against Exhaust Fumes Carbon monoxide, although colorless
and odorless, is present in exhaust fumes. Take precautions to avoid its dangerous effects.
Never let your vehicle idle in an enclosed area, and do not sit in a parked vehicle, with the
engine running for more than a short period of time. Page 79 Improve your ventilation by
keeping all air inlet vents clear of snow, leaves, and other debris. If the engine is idling while
you are stopped in an open area for long periods of time, open the windows at least one inch 2.
Page Warning Lights And Gauges Warning Lights and Gauges The instrument panel dashboard
on your vehicle is divided into several different sections. The illustrations on the following
pages show the major parts of the instrument panel that are described in this chapter. Some
items shown may not be on all vehicles. Page 82 The Mechanical Cluster The following warning
lights and gauges are on the mechanical cluster. All of the warning lights and gauges alert you

to possible problems with your vehicle. Some of the lights listed are optional. The following
sections detail what each of these indicators means. The ABS brake warning light should glow
momentarily. Anti-lock warning light symbol If the anti-lock brake system warning light remains
on or comes on while driving, have the braking system checked by a qualified service
technician as soon as possible. Page 84 If any of these things happen, even intermittently, have
the air bag system serviced at your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer immediately. Air bag
readiness light symbol Page 85 Door Ajar Warning Light If equipped If the ignition switch is in
the ON position and any door or the liftgate is not completely closed, the light will illuminate.
Page 86 Warning Lights and Gauges If the light turns on and off at one 1 second intervals while
you are driving the vehicle, it means that the engine is misfiring. If this condition persists,
damage could occur to the engine or catalytic convertor. Have your vehicle serviced at the first
opportunity. When the light is on, the transmission does not shift into overdrive. Depressing the
button on the shifter once more returns the vehicle to overdrive mode. Page 88 Warning Lights
and Gauges Speed control light Charging System Light This light, shown as a battery symbol
on your cluster, indicates that your battery is not being charged and that you need to have the
electrical system checked. As soon as you lock the doors, the light glows steadily. Within 30
seconds of closing all the doors, the light flashes intermittently every 2 seconds. The fuel reset
light will come on when you turn the ignition key to ON and the fuel pump shut-off switch has
been triggered. Refer to Fuel pump shut-off switch in the Index to find additional information. If
the pointer drops below the NORMAL band while the engine is running, you have lost oil
pressure and continued operation will cause severe engine damage. Page 92 Warning Lights
and Gauges High Beam Light This light comes on when the headlamps are turned on high beam
or when you flash the lights. Page 93 Fuel gauge â€” mechanical cluster with tachometer
Engine Coolant Temperature Gauge This gauge tells you the temperature of the engine coolant,
not the coolant level. If the coolant is not at its proper level or mixture, the gauge indicator will
not be accurate. The pointer moves from the C cold mark into the Normal band as the engine
coolant warms up. Page 94 Warning Lights and Gauges If the coolant continues to overheat,
have the coolant system serviced as soon as possible. Engine coolant temperature gauge â€”
mechanical cluster with tachometer Speedometer The speedometer tells you how many miles
kilometers per hour your vehicle is moving. Page 95 Speedometer Odometer The odometer tells
you the total number of miles kilometers your vehicle has been driven. Trip Odometer If you
want to track your mileage up to Simply set the trip odometer to zero by pressing the reset
button firmly when beginning the distance you wish to measure. The purpose of this device is
to maintain peak engine speed RPM below a specified limit. This feature is only evident on
automatic transmission vehicles when shifting manually 1, 2, D and on all manual transmission
units. When you press this switch, all the displays change from English to metric or metric to
English units. The displays remain in the units you have chosen until you change them again,
even after you turn off the vehicle and start it again. Page 99 To ensure accuracy, turn the
ignition OFF when you fill the fuel tank. The value is not the same as the Average Fuel Economy
Display. Page Fuel Economy cannot be reset. Page for service as soon as possible. For Fuel
Level, the first message will indicate the fuel level status OK or LOW and the second message
will indicate the range distance to empty. Page Warning Lights and Gauges The following is a
list of warning messages and their associated reset category: Check Engine Temp This warning
message is displayed when the engine coolant is overheating. Stop the vehicle as soon as
safely possible, turn off engine and let it cool. Page Low Fuel Level This warning message is
displayed when you have approximately 50 miles 80 km left before you run out of fuel. Low Oil
Level This warning message is displayed when your engine oil level is low. If this warning
message is displayed, check the level of the engine oil. This percentage is based on your
driving history and the time since your last oil change. Page The main controls for the climate
control system, lights, message center, lamps, clocks and radio are on the instrument panel.
NOTE: Any cleaner or polish that increases the gloss shine of the upper part of the instrument
panel should be avoided. The function selector control knob allows you to select heating or
cooling and determine where the air will be directed. The temperature control knob setting
determines the temperature of the air that flows into the vehicle. Climate control knobs To turn
your air conditioner and heater system on, select any position except OFF. Page H Fan speed
adjustment The H left knob on the control is the fan control knob which controls the volume of
air flow. Rotate the H knob to the right to increase fan speed and increase the amount of air
entering the vehicle. Page Instrument Panel Controls S Panel and Floor Select S to direct airflow
to the floor and through the instrument panel registers at the same time. This selection can be
used to either heat or cool your vehicle. Page Operating tips The following tips will help you to
get the most satisfaction from your air conditioning and heater system. In humid weather, select
V before starting your engine. This will help to prevent windshield fogging. After a few minutes

of operation, you may select another function. To prevent humidity buildup inside your vehicle,
always drive with the air conditioner or heater system turned on. When the system is off, the
display window will be blank dark when the ignition is on. The Electronic Automatic
Temperature Control will do the rest. The selected temperature and AUTO will be shown in the
display window. The EATC will automatically heat or cool to achieve the set temperature. Under
normal conditions, your EATC will need no additional attention. However, a feature is included
in your EATC to prevent blowing cold air to the floor if the engine coolant is not warm enough to
allow heating. Changing the temperature setting by several degrees outside this range will not
speed up the heating or cooling process. Page When you move the thumbwheel, the fan speed
will go to manual control. The display window will show the H symbol in the upper left corner
along with the selected temperature and operating function. You can override the fan speed at
any time. If you use the thumbwheel to override the fan speed, the EATC will continue to control
the temperature but you control the fan speed. The buttons are located along the bottom edge
of the EATC Control and allow you to determine where the air will be discharged. The display
window will show the set temperature and VENT to the lower right of the temperature. Your
EATC will heat the air if the temperature you have selected is warmer than the outside air
coming into the vehicle. Adjust the temperature setting as required for defrosting. The display
window will show the temperature setting and V symbol to the left of the temperature. Do not
put objects under the front seats that interfere with the flow of air to the back seat area. Remove
any snow, ice, or leaves from the air intake area of your EATC System which could block the air
intake. Page Instrument Panel Controls Rear climate controls Page Rear Window Defroster If
equipped The defroster for the rear window clears frost, fog, or thin ice from both the inside and
outside of the rear window. The control switch is located on the instrument panel to the right of
the radio. Rear window defroster switch To defrost the rear window: Clear any snow from the
rear window. To turn on the washer, push the switch all the way in and hold for spray. Rotate
fully upward to operate courtesy and cargo lamps. Headlamp control knob Setting the Autolamp
Delay System If equipped The autolamp sets the headlamps to turn on and off automatically. If
the switch for the headlamps is ON, you cancel the autolamp. Page Turn the ignition key to ON
or start your vehicle. Find the autolamp delay slide knob on the right hand side of the mirror.
Slide the knob all the way to the left. An indicator light will glow when the autolamp is on. Page
The further you move the slide knob toward the right, the longer the headlamps stay on after
you leave your vehicle. Similarly, if you move the slide knob only slightly toward the left, the
headlamps stay on for only a moment after you turn your vehicle off. Page Cleaning the Exterior
Lamps Do not use dry paper towel, chemical solvents or abrasive cleaners to clean the lamps,
as these may cause scratches or crack the lamps. Cleaning the Interior Lamps Your interior
dome lamps and map lamps are plastic and should be cleaned with a mild detergent diluted in
water. Page Map lamps if equipped High-mount Brakelamp The high-mount brakelamp is
located outside the vehicle, directly over the rear window. High-mount brakelamp Clock
Controls on Electronic Radios The electronic radios have a built-in clock. Page Steering Column
Controls The controls on the steering column and wheel are designed to give you easy access
to the controls while you are driving. Interval wiper on turn signal lever To set the interval
wipers, rotate the knob at the end of the turn signal lever toward or away from the instrument
panel to the interval operation you desire. Page To clean the windshield, push in the end of the
wiper knob for a single wipe. For a constant spray, keep the knob pushed in. After you release
the knob, the wipers operate for two to three cycles before turning off if wipers were off or
returning to the interval setting selected. Page Gearshift Lever Automatic transmission only The
gearshift lever on your Explorer is mounted on the steering column. Page Hazard Flasher The
hazard flasher is used to alert other drivers to hazardous situations. The flashers will flash and
the high-mount brakelamp will stay on steadily not flash with the brake pedal depressed. The
flashers work whether your vehicle is running or not. The flashers work for up to two hours
when the battery is fully charged and in good condition without draining the battery
excessively. Page Horn To sound the horn, press the center of the horn pad. Check the horn
regularly to make sure it operates properly. You could lose control of the vehicle and injure
someone. Page To change the position of the steering wheel, push the release lever under the
steering column away from you. Tip the steering wheel to the desired position. Pull the lever
back into place to lock the steering wheel. Be sure the steering wheel locks in a notch. It is not
infinitely adjustable. This will set your speed. If you keep this switch pressed, your speed will
continue to increase and will not be set until the switch is released. Take your foot off the
accelerator pedal. Your vehicle will maintain the speed you set. Page Do not use the speed
control in heavy traffic or on roads that are winding, slippery, or unpaved. In mountainous
areas, at higher elevations, or when pulling a trailer, the speed control may not be able to
maintain the preset speed with the transmission in j Overdrive. Page Transmission control

switch Accelerating With the Speed Control Operating You can use the accelerator pedal to
speed up momentarily. When you take your foot off the accelerator, the vehicle will return to the
set speed. Page Cancelling and Resuming a Set Speed If you press the brake pedal, the speed
control is cancelled. Page Features Features Your vehicle has a variety of features designed for
your comfort, convenience and safety. Read this chapter to find out about standard and
optional features. Doors Door Handles and Locks Inside handles Page Outside handles and
locks Two step unlock feature if equipped This feature allows you to unlock all vehicle doors
with the key. Unlock driver door with key. Repeat unlock procedure within 5 seconds. All doors
will unlock when the key is returned to the vertical position position of the key before removal.
Page Features Setting the Childproof Locks for the Rear Doors In addition to standard or power
locks, your vehicle has childproof locks for the rear doors. If you set these locks, the rear doors
cannot be opened from the inside of the vehicle. The doors can still be opened from the outside
when the lock knobs are raised. Page Liftgate Handle and Locks Liftgate handle and locks You
can unlock the liftgate by using the key. To open the liftgate, rotate the handle clockwise and to
open the liftgate window, rotate the handle counterclockwise. You can lock the liftgate by using
the key, pushing the lock button down, or using the power door lock switch on the left side of
the cargo area. Page Cargo Area Shade If equipped This removable shade hides cargo and also
secures lightweight objects in the cargo area of your vehicle. To install the shade: Position the
shade in the mounting brackets located behind the rear seat on each rear trim panel. The
tongue end of the shade should face the rear of your vehicle. Page The cargo shade The shade
is a wind-up type, just like a window shade. Over time the shade may lose its spring tension. If
this happens, you can easily rewind the shade with the help of another person. To rewind the
shade: Remove the shade from its side anchor slots by compressing telescoping tube. Page
Fold the edges of the vinyl toward the center. Make sure the edges of the vinyl clear the end cap
slots see Figure 2. Use masking tape or a rubber band to hold the vinyl on the left side of the
roller tube. Page Figure 2 Let go of the right end cap. The clutch should now engage and stop
the shade from losing its spring tension. Unfold the vinyl and place it into the end cap slots.
With the vinyl fully wound around the roller tube, insert the shade into the side mounting
brackets. Page Features Power Door Locks If equipped The power door lock switches are
located in the front doors and in the driver side trim panel of the cargo area. To lock all doors
push the switch button marked L. To unlock all doors push the switch button marked U. Page
Using the Keyless Entry System If equipped If your vehicle has the keyless entry system, you
can lock or unlock the vehicle doors without using a key. Page Programming your own entry
code You can program a personal code to unlock your vehicle with the keypad. This code does
not replace the permanent code that the dealership gave you. Use your personal code in the
same manner as you would your original code. To program your own code: Select five digits for
your personal code. If you let more than five seconds pass between pressing numbers, the
system shuts down, and you have to enter the code again. Page Autolock With automatic
transmission vehicles only The Autolock feature is part of your remote keyless entry system
and is enabled at the factory. With the Autolock feature enabled, all of the doors will
automatically lock when: the vehicle doors, liftgate and liftgate window are fully closed the
ignition key is turned to the ON position the brake pedal is pressed To reactivate the Autolock
system, simply repeat the instructions for deactivating the system. By re-entering the code that
deactivates the Autolock, the keyless entry system reinstates the Autolock feature. You can
also deactivate or reactivate the Autolock feature by this method: Make sure the anti-theft
system is not armed or triggered, ignition is off, and all doors and liftgate window are closed.
Page Features Remote Entry System If equipped If your vehicle has the remote entry system,
you can lock or unlock the vehicle doors and liftgate without using a key. The remote also has a
personal alarm feature. The buttons for the system are located on the two hand held
transmitters that came with your vehicle. Page and the liftgate window are completely closed,
the doors and liftgate will lock again, the horn will chirp and the external lamps will flash. If a
door, liftgate or the liftgate window is open or ajar, the horn will give two short chirps warning
you that a door or the liftgate is open. Page The remote entry system may not arm and disarm
non-factory installed anti-theft systems. Page batteries included that should last for several
years of normal use. If you notice a significant decrease in operating range, the batteries should
be replaced. Replacement batteries can be purchased at most pharmacies, watch stores or at
your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Page NOTE: The operating range of the remote entry
system can also be affected by weather conditions such as very cold temperatures or
structures around the vehicle buildings, other vehicles, radio and TV towers, etc. Typical
operating range will allow you to be up to 33 feet 10 meters away from your vehicle. This is
necessary to prevent further unauthorized use of the lost transmitter. You can also purchase
additional transmitters up to 4 transmitters can be used from your dealer. Page This will prevent

draining of the battery if these lights have been left on inadvertently or if a door or the liftgate is
not completely closed. Battery voltage to these lamps will be restored when the remote entry
transmitter is used, any door is opened, the liftgate is opened, or the ignition key is turned ON
again. Page Close all doors, liftgate and liftgate window Once all doors, liftgate and liftgate
window are closed, if any were open, the system will begin a 30 second countdown to become
armed. The 30 second countdown allows people who may still be in the vehicle time to exit
without triggering the alarm. Page When unlocking the vehicle with a key, turn the key all the
way to the end of its travel or the system may not disarm. NOTE: The flashing lights and
honking horn will shut off automatically within 2 minutes 45 seconds after the system is
triggered. Page In 4WD Low, the automatic ride control system raises the vehicle approximately
two inches above its lowest height. Shock dampening is locked in firm mode. The height
change improves body clearance. The combination of firm dampening and the height change
also provides maximum suspension feedback for improved off-road safety and performance.
Manual window operation Page Flip quarter window 2 door model only To open, press outward
on the window latches, then depress the levers on each side of the latch and pull inward. Move
the latch out and into the open position. To close, depress the levers on each side of the latch.
Page To close the window, hold the window switch to the up position until the window closes.
Do not let children play with the power windows. They may seriously hurt themselves. Make
sure occupants are clear of the window s before closing. Page Seats Four-Way Head Restraints
If equipped Adjust the head restraints so that the cushion contacts the back of your head when
you move your head rearward. The head restraint may be adjusted in four directions. To raise or
lower the head restraint, push in the lock release button. Do not pile cargo higher than the
seatbacks to avoid injuring people in a collision or sudden stop. To reduce the risk of serious
injury in a collision, always drive and ride with your seatback upright and the lap belt snug and
low across the hips. Page Reclining Bucket Seats If equipped You can tilt the seat back of your
bucket seats backward. On the outboard side of the seat, lift the recliner handle up and hold it in
place. Lean against the back of the seat and adjust it to the position you want. Page Folding
Rear Seat 2 door models To fold down the rear split seat: Rotate the head restraint fully forward.
Lower the head restraint to the top of the seatback. Pull upward on the latch release handle at
the side of the seatback, while pulling the seatback forward with the other hand. Page To fold
down the rear split seat: Push the lower release handle located on side of seat downward to
unlatch the seat back latch. Rotate the seat downward into the latched load floor position. Page
Reclining Rear Seat If equipped To recline the rear seatback: Turn the recliner handle upper
handle rearward while pushing the seatback rearward. To return the seatback from the recline
position: Turn the recliner handle upper handle rearward. The seatback will automatically return
to its upright position. Page Tilt Slide Seat If equipped 2 door models only With the front
seatback tilted forward, the tilt slide seat can be moved to provide additional entry space to
access the rear seat compartment of the vehicle. To operate the tilt slide seat: Lift the seatback
release lever on the outboard side of the seat cushion to unlock the slide mechanism and
seatback. Page Features Tilt slide seat Prior to operating the vehicle, check to ensure that the
seat assembly is locked by pushing or pulling the seat forward or rearward. If seat does not
lock, repeat steps 2 and 3. Locking tilt slide seat Page To operate the seat adjuster: To adjust
the seats forward or rearward, locate the release bar at the lower front area of the seat cushion.
Lift the release bar and hold until the desired seat position is obtained, then release the bar to
relock the seat. Page Features Using the Power Seats If equipped If your vehicle has the power
seat option, you can adjust it in several directions. The controls are on the outboard side of the
seat. Release the handle to lock the seat in its new position. You can tilt the seat back or bring it
forward. Page Power lumbar and side bolsters switch â€” sport bucket seat Cleaning the Seats
Fabric Remove dust and loose dirt with a whisk broom or a vacuum cleaner. Remove fresh
spots immediately. Follow the directions that come with the cleaner. NOTE: Before using any
cleaner, test it on a small, hidden area of fabric. Use a screwdriver to screw locator post into
vehicle carpeting. This mirror functions at night, and has a limited function at dusk or dawn.
Page Features The electronic mirror measures the brightness of the light coming in from the
rear of the vehicle. It automatically makes a correction in the glare state. The mirror may be
turned off in either the normal or non-glare position. There are two light sensors photocells in
this mirror. Page Illuminated Vanity Mirror If equipped Your vehicle may feature illuminated
vanity mirrors on the sun visors. You can turn on the lighted mirror by lifting the mirror door
cover. Visor vanity mirror Visors that are equipped with the lighted vanity mirror also have an
auxiliary visor. Select the right or left mirror by moving the selector switch to the right or left.
Move the control knob in the direction you want to move the mirror. Page Rear Storage
Compartment with Net If equipped Your vehicle may have a small storage compartment which is
located on the inside rear passenger quarter panel. This compartment has a net which will

secure small objects. Rear storage compartment with net Moon Roof If equipped You can move
the moon roof back to open the glass panel, or you can tilt it up to ventilate the vehicle. Page
Features The moon roof has a sliding shade that you can manually open or close to block the
sun when the glass panel is shut. To close the sliding shade, pull the shade toward the front of
the vehicle. The shade automatically opens when the moon roof is opened. Page Your vehicle
may have a full console. The full console has the features shown in the illustration below.
NOTE: Ford recommends the use of 12 oz. With manual transmissions there may be an
interference of the shift lever, when in reverse, with taller beverage cans. Replace tissue box. Fit
in slots in console bracket. Page Overhead Console If equipped Your Explorer comes with an
overhead console located between the sun visors. Page Electronic compass Factors affecting
compass accuracy The compass reading can be affected when you drive near a number of
things â€” such as large buildings, bridges, power lines, and powerful antennas. Your compass
can also be affected by magnetic or metallic objects placed in or on the vehicle. The display will
now show the current zone number that is stored in the compass. Page Calibration adjustment:
Find an open area that is free from steel structures and high voltage lines. An open parking lot
is a good example. The door will open approximately one inch then it can be manually moved to
the full open position. The compartment can be used to store a variety of items such as:
tissues, parking pass, cigarettes or sunglasses. Place the transmitter into the console housing,
button down, as shown. Page Rear Console If equipped Your Explorer comes with a rear
console that is located between the bucket seats. The console includes: Air vents, with rear seat
controls Radio controls Beverage holder Rear console Features Page Power Point Electrical
Outlet The power point outlet should be used in place of the cigarette lighter for optional
electrical accessories. NOTE: Do not plug optional electrical accessories into the cigarette
lighter. Use the power point. Power point electrical outlet Power point electrical outlet high
series console Page Features Luggage Rack If equipped Loading the Luggage Rack If your
vehicle is equipped with the luggage rack, load your luggage as far back as it will safely go on
the rack. Do not carry more than pounds 45 kg or cause the vehicle to exceed the gross vehicle
weight rating GVWR or its gross axle weight rating GAWR front and rear , which are shown on
the Safety Compliance Certification Label. Press again to turn it off. Page How to tune radio
stations There are four ways for you to tune in a particular station. Page Select a band, then
select a frequency. Press one of the memory buttons and hold until the sound returns and the
lamp above the memory button lights up. That memory button is now set. Follow the above
steps for each memory preset button. Bass control allows you to adjust the lower, bass
frequencies to your preference. The display will indicate which signal mode is in effect. How to
insert a tape Your cassette tape player is equipped with power loading. Once you insert a tape
and push slightly with the open edge to the right , the loading mechanism draws the tape the
rest of the way in and play will begin after a momentary tape tightening process. Push the left b
side to restart a currently playing tape selection. A headphone symbol j will appear in the
display when the rear seat controls are on. Page In order to keep your cassette tape player
performing the way it was meant to, read and follow these simple precautions: Using a Ford
Cassette Cleaning Cartridge to clean the tape player head after hours of play will help maintain
the best playback sound and proper tape operation. Page Protect cassettes from exposure to
direct sunlight, high humidity and extreme heat or cold. If they are exposed to extreme
conditions, allow them to reach a moderate temperature before playing. If a tape is loose inside
the cassette, tighten it before playing by putting your finger or a pencil into one of the holes and
turning the hub until the tape is tight. These buttons can be used to select up to 6 preset AM
stations and 12 FM stations 6 in FM1 and 6 in FM2 Follow the easy steps below to set these
buttons to the desired frequencies: Select a band, then select a frequency. Push the left b side
to seek the previous tape selection. Push again to deactivate. Two mini 3. Ford approved
headphones are also available for purchase by calling Page Loose labels on cassette tapes can
become lodged in the mechanism. Remove any loose label material before inserting cassette.
Do not leave a tape in the cassette tape player. High heat in the vehicle can cause the cassette
to warp. Figure 2 Load discs into the disc magazine slots numbered 1 through 6 one at a time
with labeled surfaces upward, starting with bottom slot number 1 Figure 3. Figure 3 Electronic
Sound Systems The compression feature will bring these soft and loud passages closer
together for a more consistent listening level. Page CD format. Because of this, a new disc that
is free of dust and scratches could be defective and may not play on your Ford Compact Disc
Player. If play does not begin after the CD button is pushed: The radio is not on. Page If the
sound skips: Badly scratched discs or extremely rough roads will cause the sound to skip.
Skipping will not damage the disc player or scratch the discs. How to take care of and clean the
CD Changer and discs To ensure the continued performance of your CD Changer carefully read
the following precautions: Always handle a disc by the edge. Manual tuning adjusts your radio

to any allowable broadcast frequency, whether or not a station is present on that frequency.
Page Press one of the memory preset buttons and hold the button until the sound returns. That
station is now held in memory on that button. Follow the two steps above for each station
memory preset button you want to set. Adjusting the tone balance and speaker output of your
radio Increasing or decreasing bass response The time will continue to be displayed until a
radio or tape function is chosen. After approximately 10 seconds, the time will again appear in
the display. Page Terrain The terrain hilly, mountainous, tall buildings of the area over which the
signal travels may prevent the FM signal from being noise-free. Page Ask your dealer for a copy
of this limited warranty. Service At Ford Electronics, we stand behind our audio systems with a
comprehensive service and repair program. If anything should go wrong with your Ford audio
system, return to your dealer for service. Page Notes Page Driving Your Explorer Procedures for
driving your vehicle will vary depending on which type of transmission your vehicle has. If this
condition persists, damage to the transmission could occur. The transmission control switch is
located on the end of the gearshift lever. Page Hold the brake pedal down while you move the
gearshift lever from position to position. If you do not hold the brake pedal down, your vehicle
may move unexpectedly and injure someone. Once you place the gearshift securely into
position, gradually release the brake pedal and use the accelerator as necessary. You should
always come to a complete stop before shifting into or out of R Reverse. N Neutral With the
gearshift in the N Neutral position, the vehicle can be started and is free to roll. Page Driving
Your Explorer Transmission control switch located on the end of the gearshift lever To return
the transmission to the normal j Overdrive operation, press the transmission control switch
again. This position locks the transmission and prevents the rear wheels from turning. To
securely latch the gearshift in the P Park position, pull it toward you, push it completely
counterclockwise against the stop, and then push it toward the instrument panel. Then press
the clutch pedal to the floor with your left foot. Manual transmission vehicles have a starter
interlock switch. Page Backing up To shift into R Reverse : Push the clutch pedal in all the way
to the floor and hold it. If you do not hold the clutch pedal in all the way, you may hear a
grinding noise when you shift. Bring your vehicle to a complete stop. Page When you slow
down or climb a steep hill, always downshift before the engine starts to lose power.
Downshifting reduces the chance of stalling and gives your vehicle better acceleration to
increase speed again. When you drive down steep hills, downshifting helps you keep a safe
speed and helps prevent unnecessary wear on the brakes. Page Steering Your Vehicle Do not
park your vehicle in Neutral, it may move unexpectedly and injure someone. Use 1 First gear
and set the parking brake fully. Steering Your Vehicle Your vehicle comes with power steering.
Power steering uses energy from the engine to help steer your vehicle. If the amount of effort
needed to steer your vehicle changes at a constant vehicle speed, have the power steering
system checked. This increases traction, enabling you to drive your 4x4 over terrain and road
conditions not travelled normally by two-wheel drive vehicles. Power is supplied to all four
wheels through a transfer case that allows you to select four-wheel drive when necessary. This
shift can be done at a stop or on the fly. Page 4WD. Page Sand When driving over sand, try to
keep all four wheels of the vehicle on the most solid area of the trail. Do not reduce the tire
pressures but shift to a lower gear and drive steadily through the terrain. Apply accelerator
slowly and avoid spinning the wheels. Page When climbing a steep hill, start in a lower gear,
rather than finding it necessary to downshift from a higher gear after the ascent has started.
This reduces strain on the engine and the possibility of stalling. When descending a steep hill
avoid sudden braking. Rapid pumping of the brake pedal will help slow the vehicle and still
maintain steering control. Page Rear Disc Brakes The rear disc brakes are self-adjusting. They
do not require any service other than periodic inspection for pad wear. Hydraulic Power Brakes
The hydraulic brake system is made up of two independent hydraulic circuits. One hydraulic
circuit supplies fluid to the front disc brakes and the other hydraulic circuit supplies fluid to the
rear drum or disc brakes. Page The Anti-lock system does NOT assist the vehicle in stopping
quickly on wet or icy surfaces. Heavy braking combined with poor road conditions could cause
you to lose steering control of your vehicle. Using anti-lock brakes The operation of a vehicle
with 4WABS is not similar to the operation of normal brakes. Page Anti-lock system. Should the
Anti-lock system activate unexpectedly or the Anti-lock Warning Light illuminate after
installation of such a unit, have the installation of the unit checked. Page If Brakes Pull Check
tire pressure. It may be necessary to repeat this operation to properly seat new brakes. Page
Using the Parking Brake The parking brake should be used whenever you park your vehicle. To
set the parking brake while parking your vehicle, press the brake pedal with your right foot and
hold it while you push the parking brake pedal down firmly and fully with your left foot. Page
When parking, do not use the gearshift in place of the parking brake. Turn the key to LOCK
whenever you leave your vehicle. Always set the parking brake fully and make sure that the

gearshift is securely latched in P Park automatic transmission or in 1 First manual transmission.
Page For 4x4 vehicles, engage 4WD, and try to drive away. Driving too fast for conditions
creates the possibility of loss of vehicle control. Driving at very high speeds for extended
periods of time may result in damage to vehicle components. Page Driving in Bad Weather
Slippery roads Drive cautiously on wet or snowy roads: Do not quickly move the steering wheel
unless necessary. Drive slower than you normally would. Give your vehicle more distance to
stop. Pump the brake pedal steadily and evenly to avoid locking your front wheels except with
4WABS. Page To avoid injury, never run the engine with one wheel off the ground, such as
when changing a tire. High water Never attempt to cross water that is fast flowing or of
unknown depth. Do not drive through flooded areas unless you are sure that the water is below
the bottom of the wheel hubs. Page engine and transmission, causing damage to both. In
addition, other vehicle systems and components may also be damaged. The tires may fail and
injure a passenger or bystander. Driving With a Heavy Load There are limits to the amount of
weight your vehicle can carry or tow. For your safety and for the good of your vehicle, use the
right equipment for the type of trailer you tow. Your trailer towing capability will vary based on
the standard and optional equipment on your vehicle. Page Trucks, unlike passenger cars, are
basically custom vehicles designed to carry a load. Even trucks that are purchased for personal
transportation only are likely to have considerable optional equipment, such as step bumpers
and light bars, for example. Use the actual numbers from your vehicle certification label. It also
includes any equipment that is standard on that model. It does not include passengers, cargo or
optional equipment installed by factory, dealer, aftermarket supplier or customer. This is a
dangerous condition that usually means that the rear suspension components are under severe
strain and that vehicle handling is impaired. The GCWR is specified by the manufacturer to
indicate the combined maximum loaded weight that the vehicle is designed to tow. Page â€” If
you do not plan on pulling a trailer, do not include these ratings into your calculations. Weigh
your vehicle as you customarily operate the vehicle without cargo. Subtract the total weight of
passengers, driver and optional equipment added by the factory, dealer or aftermarket supplier
to determine how much cargo weight you can carry. Page Use this chart to perform your
calculations. Driving Your Explorer Page Front Axle Reserve Capacity in Pounds kgs : If this
value is given as 83 pounds 38 kgs on the label, does this mean that you are limited to adding
only 83 pounds 38 kgs of accessories to the front end capacity? Not exactly. This says that you
can load 83 pounds 38 kgs of options on the front axle, add pound 68 kgs passengers to all
seating positions, and add evenly distributed cargo in the box without exceeding the If your
vehicle exceeds the GAWR for either axle, shift the load or remove cargo accordingly. Page
Driving Your Explorer Page Manual Transmissions Page Automatic Transmissions Page Also,
make sure that all towing equipment is properly attached to your vehicle. If you are not certain
that you are using the right equipment in the proper manner, see your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury
dealer. Page Hitches Do not install a single or multi-clamp type bumper hitch, or a hitch which
attaches to the axle. Underbody mounted hitches are acceptable if installed properly. Follow
towing instructions of a reputable rental agency. Whenever a trailer hitch and hardware are
removed, make sure all mounting holes in the underbody are properly sealed to prevent
noxious gases or water from entering. Page Safety Chains Located near the step bumper hitch
ball position are two holes in the underside of the hitch plate for a Class II trailer max. These
holes may be used for safety chain attachment when towing with the step bumper. Always use
safety chains when towing. Page Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified
amperage rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire damage and
could start a fire. Driving while you tow Be especially careful when driving while you tow a
trailer. Page Servicing Your Vehicle If You Tow If you tow a trailer for a long distance, your
vehicle will need to be serviced more frequently than usual. Refer to the Maintenance Schedule
and Record booklet for additional information. Trailer towing tips Before starting on a trip,
practice turning, stopping and backing in an area away from heavy traffic. Page Vehicles with
trailers should not be parked on a grade. Have another person place the wheel chocks under the
trailer wheels. Ford recommends that you DO NOT make modifications such as adding or
removing parts like lift kits, stabilizer bars or snowplowing equipment or by using replacement
parts non-equivalent to the original factory equipment. If this happens, you may be able to
jump-start your vehicle with a booster battery. The gases around the battery can explode if
exposed to flames, sparks, or lit cigarettes. Page Do not push-start your vehicle. You could
damage the catalytic converter. For further information, see Jumper Cables in the Index. To
avoid damage or injury, follow these directions in the order they are given. If in doubt, call for
road service. Preparing Your Vehicle Your vehicle has a volt starting system, so you need to
use a volt jumper system. Most jumper cables have a red cable and a black cable. Page
Attaching jumper cables Jump-Starting Make sure that the jumper cables are not in the way of

moving engine parts, then start the booster vehicle. Run the engine at a moderate speed. Let
the discharged battery charge for a few minutes and then start the disabled vehicle. Drive it
around for a while with all electrical accessories turned off to let the battery recharge. Page It is
not recommended that vehicles equipped with 4WD be operated in the 4WD modes with a
temporary spare. Extended operation in 4WD with a temporary spare may result in damage to
powertrain components. Page drive through an automatic car wash with this tire. Because the
temporary spare tire is smaller than a conventional tire, it reduces the ground clearance. Your
vehicle may get caught in the rails and it could be damaged. Spare Tire Location The spare tire
for your vehicle is stowed at the rear under the frame. Page Install the retainer through wheel
center with valve stem facing up. NOTE: Stow aluminum wheel and tire with valve stem down.
Rotate the handle clockwise to secure tire. Check for proper seating against underbody
supports and retighten if necessary. Preparing to Change the Tire NOTE: To lift your vehicle by
other than the front or rear jacking points, be sure to use only hoist adapters with a wide
contact surface. Page Roadside Emergencies instruction sheet and a pair of tire changing
gloves. The jack handle is stowed behind the second row passenger seats under the carpet.
Assemble handle sections and lug wrench together. Assembling the jack handle Jack stowage
area Page Jack handle location and installation 2-door model Jack handle location and
installation 4-door model Insert the tapered end of the lug nut wrench behind wheel covers or
hubcaps and twist off. Use only the lug nut wrench provided to remove wheel ornaments. Page
Not using the tapered end of the lug nut wrench at the pry-off notches may result in damage to
the finish of the wheel and ornament. Loosen the wheel nuts by pulling up on the handle of the
lug nut wrench about one-half turn counterclockwise. Do not remove the wheel lug nuts until
you raise the tire off the ground. Page Front jacking position c. Turn the jack handle clockwise
until the wheel is a maximum of one inch off the ground. Page To lessen the risk of personal
injury, do not put any part of your body under the vehicle while changing a tire. Do not start the
engine when your vehicle is on the jack. The jack is only meant for changing the tire. Remove
the lug nuts with the lug nut wrench. Page Lug nut tightening sequence Use of wheels or lug
nuts other than original equipment could cause damage to the wheel or mounting system and
allow the wheels to come off while the vehicle is in motion. Replace any wheel covers,
ornaments, or hub caps that your vehicle has. Page Towing Your Vehicle It is recommended
that your vehicle be towed with wheel lift or flatbed equipment. Do not tow with slingbelt
equipment. Ford Motor Company has not developed or approved a T-hook or slingbelt towing
procedure. Page When calling for a tow truck, tell the operator what kind of vehicle you have. A
towing manual is available from Ford Motor Company for all authorized tow truck operators.
Have your tow truck driver refer to this manual for the proper When activated the feature may be
enabled by following the instruction located on the visor or the headliner. The feature is
available in vehicles with Control Trac and automatic transmission only. Page Disconnect the
driveshaft at the rear differential and properly support it under the vehicle. Mark the driveshaft
and axle flanges to ensure proper position when reconnecting the driveshaft. Refer to service
manual for proper driveshaft fastener torque specification. See the Accessories chapter for
information on ordering service manuals. You may, however, take your vehicle to any
authorized Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. Page Ford Motor Company vehicles. The Dispute
Settlement Board may not be available in all states. The Board reviews unresolved warranty
performance complaints on Ford, Mercury and Lincoln cars and Ford and Mercury Light Trucks
under warranty that have not been resolved by a dealer or Ford Motor Company, except those
involving Page It will also provide you with a form to indicate your acceptance or rejection of an
award decision. The decisions of the Board are binding on the dealer and Ford, but customers
may have other options available to them under state or federal law. Page Board address. At the
same time, your dealer and Ford Motor Company representative are asked to submit
statements. To review your case properly, the Board needs the following Please have the
following information available when contacting Page Middle East, contact the nearest Ford
dealership. If the dealership cannot help you, write to: If you are in other foreign countries,
contact the nearest Ford dealership. If the dealership cannot help you, they can direct you to the
appropriate Ford affiliate office. Page Accessories Accessories Ford Accessories for Your
Vehicle Ford has many fine products available from your dealer to clean your vehicle and
protect its finishes. For best results, use the following, or products of equivalent quality: A wide
selection of accessories is available through your local authorized dealer. Page Safety, Comfort,
and Convenience Page NOTE: Because we have no control over the installation, design, or
manufacture of such systems, Ford cannot assume responsibility for any adverse effects or
damage that may result if you use this equipment. Page Accessories When we can, we design
parts that do not need to be serviced. We want to make servicing your vehicle as easy as
possible. To help you: We highlight do-it-yourself items in yellow in the engine compartment so

that you can find them easily. Call your local recycling center to find out about recycling
automotive fluids. Precautions When Servicing Your Vehicle Be especially careful when
inspecting or servicing your vehicle. Here are some general precautions for your safety: If you
must work with the engine running, avoid wearing loose clothing or jewelry that could get
caught in moving Page Servicing Your Explorer Working with the engine on: Set the parking
brake fully, and make sure the gearshift is securely latched in P Park automatic transmission or
Neutral manual transmission and block the wheels. Block the wheels. This will prevent your
vehicle from moving unexpectedly. Close the hood with enough force to make it latch. Be sure
to oil the hood latch every six months to maintain smooth operation. Page Filling The Fuel Tank
Cleaning the Engine A clean engine is more efficient because a buildup of grease and dirt acts
as an insulator, keeping the engine warmer than usual. Extreme care must be used if a power
washer is used to clean the engine. The high pressure fluid could penetrate sealed parts and
assemblies causing damage or malfunctions. Page Opening the Fuel Filler Door To open the
fuel filler door of your vehicle, just insert your finger in the divot and pull the door open all the
way. Filling the fuel tank Do not overfill the fuel tank. The pressure in an overfilled tank may
cause leakage and lead to fuel spray and fire. Page If you lose the fuel cap, replace it with an
authorized Motorcraft or equivalent part. If you do not use the proper fuel cap, the pressure in
the fuel tank can damage the fuel system or cause it to work improperly in a collision. Using
leaded fuel is prohibited by federal law. Your warranty may not apply if your vehicle is damaged
because you used the wrong fuel. Vehicle inspection programs may detect misfueling. Under
these circumstances, you may be required by law to make costly repairs at your own expense.
Fuel Quality If you are experiencing starting, rough idle or hesitation problems when the engine
is cold, it may be caused by fuel Page Gasolines For Clean Air Fuels in certain areas of the
country are required to contain oxygenates to improve air quality. Page Servicing Your Explorer
If gasoline is swallowed, do not induce vomiting. If a gasoline-methanol blend is swallowed,
induce vomiting under the direction of a physician or poison control center. Gasoline and
gasoline-methanol blends may contain small amounts of carcinogens, such as benzene.
Long-term exposure to unleaded gasoline vapors has caused cancer in laboratory animals.
Page Running Out of Fuel If your vehicle runs out of fuel, try to stop on level ground away from
traffic. Add at least two gallons 8 liters of fuel to start your vehicle again. If your vehicle is not
on level ground, you may need as much as five gallons 20 liters of fuel to start You may need to
crank the engine several times before the fuel system starts to pump fuel from the tank to the
engine. The EPA fuel economy estimate is not a guarantee that you will achieve the fuel
economy shown. Page Checking and Adding Engine Oil Since the proper amount of engine oil
is important for safe engine operation, check the oil using the dipstick each time you put fuel in
your vehicle. Remember the engine must be off, the oil must be warm and the vehicle must be
parked on level ground. Page Engine oil dipstick â€” 5. Page Changing the Engine Oil and the
Oil Filter Change the engine oil and oil filter per the following, whichever occurs first: Refer to
the Maintenance Schedule and Record Booklet for additional information. Protect your skin by
washing with soap and water. Page Step back while the pressure releases. When you are sure
that all the pressure has been released, use the cloth to turn and remove cap. Stand away from
the radiator opening. Hot steam may blow out or hot engine coolant may even splash out.
Adding engine coolant Adding engine coolant Be careful not to add engine coolant to the
windshield Ford Premium Engine Coolant is an optimized formula that will protect all metals
and rubber elastomers used in Ford cooling systems for 4 years or 50, miles 80, km. Do not use
alcohol or methanol antifreeze or any engine coolants mixed with alcohol or methanol
antifreeze. Page Ford Motor Company recommends that Ford and Lincoln-Mercury dealers use
recycled engine coolant produced by Ford-approved processes. Not all coolant recycling
processes produce coolant which meets Ford specification ESE-M97BA, and use of such
coolant may harm engine and cooling system components. Fully depressurize the engine
cooling system by covering the radiator cap with a thick cloth and turning it slowly
counterclockwise to the first stop. Page engine coolant temperature gauge below the N of
NORMAL topping off the coolant overflow bottle to the cold fill mark If coolant loss continues
after 7, miles 12, km , consult your Ford Dealer. Servicing Your Explorer Visual inspection can
determine if the washer fluid is adequate. Do not operate the washer when the reservoir is
empty. Improperly mixed solutions may freeze unexpectedly. Windshield washer fluid contains
methanol and it is poisonous. Page Wiper Blades Check the windshield wiper blades at least
twice a year. Also check them whenever they seem less effective than usual. Such substances
as tree sap and some hot wax treatments used by commercial car washes reduce the
effectiveness of wiper blades. If the blades do not wipe properly, clean both the windshield and
the wiper blades. Page Servicing Your Explorer Replacing the wiper blades Page If you do not
take these precautions, your tires may fail or go flat. Ford Motor Company recommends obeying

posted speed limits. Page Tire inspection and maintenance Inspect the tire treads, and remove
stones, nails, glass or other objects that may be wedged in the tread grooves. Check for holes
or cuts that may permit air to leak from the tire, and make the necessary repairs. Inspect the tire
side walls for cuts, bruises and other damage. To make sure your tires wear evenly and last
longer, rotate them at the mileage shown in the Maintenance Schedule and Record booklet
which came with your vehicle. Tighten wheel lug nuts to the required torque specification and
retighten again after miles km. Page Replacing the Tires Replace any tires that show wear
bands. Page Make sure that all replacement tires are of the same size, type, load-carrying
capacity, and tread design e. Page Wheel and Tire Matching See an authorized tire dealer for
proper servicing procedures. Wheels and tires must be properly removed, matched and
remounted to maintain the best possible ride. Snow Tires and Chains The tires on your vehicle
have all-weather treads that provide traction in rain or snow. Page Local regulations may
prohibit or restrict the use of tire chains. Investigate the laws and regulations in your area
before installing chains. Put the chains on tightly with the ends held down securely. Verify that
no chain touches any wiring, brake lines, or fuel lines. The Motorcraft maintenance-free battery
does not require additional water during its life of service. The vents are part of the cover and
cannot be removed. For longer, trouble-free operation, keep the top of the battery clean and dry.
Page Help Us Protect Our Environment Ford Motor Company strongly recommends that used
lead-acid batteries be returned to an authorized recycling facility for disposal. Page Automatic
Transmission Fluid Batteries normally produce explosive gases which can cause personal
injury. Therefore, do not allow flames, sparks or lit tobacco to come near the battery. When
charging or working near a battery, always cover your face and protect your eyes, and also
provide ventilation. Batteries contain sulfuric acid which burns skin, eyes, and clothing. NOTE:
If the vehicle has been operated for an extended period at high speeds or in city traffic during
hot weather, or pulling a trailer, the vehicle should be turned off for about 30 minutes to allow
the fluid to cool before checking. Before adding any fluid, be sure that the correct type will be
used. If an overfill occurs, excess fluid should be removed by a qualified technician. If your
original equipment universal joints are replaced with universal joints equipped with grease
fittings, lubrication will be necessary at the intervals shown in the Maintenance Schedule and
Record booklet. Page If the fluid is low, carefully clean and remove the cap from the reservoir.
Checking and Adding Power Steering Fluid Start the engine and let it run until the power
steering fluid reaches normal operating temperature. Do not overfill. When you are finished, put
the dipstick back in and make sure that it fits snugly. Page If the power steering fluid is low, do
not drive your vehicle for a long period of time before adding fluid. This can damage the power
steering pump. Page Fuse panel located left side of instrument panel Page Servicing Your
Explorer Fuse panel located under the left hand side of the instrument panel Page Servicing
Your Explorer Page 40 amp - orange, 50 amp - red, 60 amp -blue. Always disconnect the battery
before servicing high current fuses. Ford recommends that high current fuses be replaced by a
qualified technician. Always replace the cover to the Power Distribution Box before
reconnecting the battery or refilling fluid reservoirs. Power distribution box Page Checking and
Replacing Fuses If you need to check a fuse, follow these steps: Find the fuse panel, which is
located in the left end of the instrument panel. The power distribution box described earlier in
this section is found in the engine compartment, mounted on a bracket attached to the left
fender apron. Page Replace the fuse with one that has the right amperage rating see previous
chart. Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage rating. Page Headlamp
Bulb The headlamps on your vehicle use replaceable bulbs. When the lamp burns out, simply
replace the bulb, rather than the whole lamp. Grasp the bulb only by its plastic base and do not
touch the glass. Lift the hood, open the hinged headlamp cover, and behind the headlamp
remove the electrical connector by grasping the wires and pulling rearward. The bulb and bulb
holder will then drop out from the lamp as shown: Removing bulb Page Tail Lamp Bulb
Removing the tail lamp bulb Remove the two 2 screws retaining rear lamp to vehicle. Remove
rear lamp by pulling rearward to disengage two lower barbed retainers. Remove socket from
lamp. Remove bulb from socket. Installing the tail lamp bulb Install bulb in socket. Page
Servicing Your Explorer Replacing the tail lamp bulb Page Bulb Specifications Page Emission
Control System Rear lighting wire functions Emission Control System Your vehicle is equipped
with a catalytic converter which enables your vehicle to comply with applicable exhaust
emission requirements. To make sure that the catalytic converter and the other emission
control parts continue to work properly: Use only unleaded fuel. Page Do not park, idle, or drive
your vehicle in dry grass or other dry ground cover. On vehicles without original equipment
floor covering or insulation, do not let passengers ride in your truck in a manner that allows
contact between skin and the metal floor. Page Servicing Your Explorer Never use a metal
exhaust collector when you service your vehicle. Do not drive your vehicle if it does not operate

properly. See your dealer if the engine runs on for more than five seconds after you shut it off or
if it misfires, surges, stalls, or backfires. Start the engine. Drive or idle in neutral the vehicle for
4 minutes. Idle the vehicle in drive neutral for automatic transmissions for 40 seconds. This
should take approximately 8 seconds. Page Lubricant Specifications Page Servicing Your
Explorer Page Vehicle Storage Vehicle Storage Maintenance Tips If you plan on storing your
vehicle for an extended period of time 60 days or more , refer to the following maintenance
recommendations to ensure your vehicle stays in good operating condition. General Store all
vehicles in a dry, ventilated place. Protect from sunlight, if possible. Page If vehicles are stored
outside, they require regular maintenance to protect against rust and damage. Body Wash
vehicle thoroughly to remove dirt, grease, oil, tar or mud from exterior surfaces, rear wheel
housing and underside of front fenders. Periodically wash vehicles stored in exposed locations.
Touch-up raw or primed metal to prevent rust. Page Ford Gas Stabilizer should be added
whenever actual or expected storage periods exceed 60 days. Follow the instructions on the
label. The vehicle should then be operated at idle speed to circulate the additive throughout the
fuel system. Additives, engine oil Air bag supplemental restraint system and child safety seats.
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